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NASA changed the world in the 1960s 






The Space Shuttle was an 






Human beings have been in space 







“We reach for new heights  
and reveal the unknown for the 






“To reach for new heights… 
 and reveal the unknown so that what we do  
 and learn will benefit all humankind.” 
Ships of exploration  
shouldn’t limit destinations,  













SLS builds on NASA’s best. 







Carries astronauts into deep space 
RS-25 Engines: 
Space Shuttle engines for the 
first four flights are already in 
inventory 
Solid Rocket Boosters: 
Built on Space Shuttle 
hardware; more powerful for a 
new era of exploration 
Core Stage: 
Newly developed for SLS,  
the Core Stage towers more 
than 200 feet tall 
Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage: 
Based on the Delta IV Heavy upper 
stage; the power to leave Earth 
Stage Adapters: 
The Orion stage adapter will be 






Upper Stage Engine: 
Creating a new state-of-the-art 
for the U.S. launch industry 
Advanced Boosters: 
Generating the power to launch 
large payloads to deep space 
Upper Stage: 
Providing greater in-space 
propulsion for leaving Earth 
New Technologies: 
Pushing the envelope for the 

















With our partners launching to orbit, 









Enables missions  

















Mars Cargo Lander 
Europa Clipper 




 for a 
universe of 
possibility 
Mars Sample Return 








Innovatively designed to be  
affordable within a limited budget. 
‘Stack it. 





After an in-depth technical review,  






New tooling is installed at Michoud 









The Orion mating adapter  







Test stand upgrades being made now 










Three successful test firings 







SLS’s first launch will send Orion  
farther than Apollo ever traveled. 






Going to Mars will be difficult. 






We explore space to promote 
inspiration, security, diplomacy, 








The SLS team is making great progress. 




Join us on 
the journey 
www.nasa.gov/sls	  #slsinspires	  
Man cannot discover  
new oceans  
unless he has the  
courage to lose  
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Carries astronauts into deep space 
RS-25 Engines: 
Space Shuttle engines for the 
first four flights are already in 
inventory 
Solid Rocket Boosters: 
Built on Space Shuttle 
hardware; more powerful for a 
new era of exploration 
Core Stage: 
Newly developed for SLS,  
the Core Stage towers more 
than 200 feet tall 
Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage: 
Based on the Delta IV Heavy upper 
stage; the power to leave Earth 
Stage Adapters: 
The Orion stage adapter will be 






Upper Stage Engine: 
Creating a new state-of-the-art 
for the U.S. launch industry 
Advanced Boosters: 
Generating the power to launch 
large payloads to deep space 
Upper Stage: 
Providing greater in-space 
propulsion for leaving Earth 
New Technologies: 
Pushing the envelope for the 
launch vehicle industry 
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Unrivaled mass lift capability means 







SLS benefits science by cutting  









The world’s largest payload fairings 






Space Launch System will open new 

















Mars Cargo Lander 
Europa Clipper 




 for a 
universe of 
possibility 
Mars Sample Return 
Humans to Mars 
Join us on 
the journey 
www.nasa.gov/sls	  #slsinspires	  
Man cannot discover  
new oceans  
unless he has the  
courage to lose  
sight of the shore. 
www.nasa.gov/sls 
www.twitter.com/nasa_sls 
www.facebook.com/nasasls 
www.instagram.com/explorenasa 
